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Abstract

We analyze kernel-based recovery problems defined by general, and possibly distinct, trial and test
spaces.

This setting allows to analyze in a common framework two notable situations, namely point-based
interpolation with kernel centers different from the data sites, and non-sym-metric collocation. While
the second is frequently observed to give better approximations than symmetric collocation, the first
one allows to construct interpolants which are not bounded to be centered on the given data. For some
kernel, both of them can be also extended to deal with variable shape parameters.

After discussing error and stability properties of this recovery procedure in an abstract setting, and
comparing it with the symmetric methods, we will specialize our analysis to the interpolation case. In
particular, we discuss a greedy algorithm to adaptively construct data-dependent test and trial spaces.
This algorithm is proven to be an extension of the method introduced in [5], and in particular it is
treated by means of bi-orthonormal bases which generalize the Newton basis [4].

Different greedy-selection criteria will be presented, and we will discuss their properties. Some of
them will be shown to be extensions of the criteria proposed in [1, 3, 6]. Experimentally, we demon-
strate their potential on artificial examples as well as on real world applications.
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